Warranties
With more than 50 years experience, customers trust
us to support out warranties. You can count on us.
• 3 year warranty—motor, electrical, and components

For Dealers, We Offer:
• Performance and reliability

• 7 year warranty—lid assembly, tracks, leading edge,
		 roller tube and fabric
• Lifetime warranty—slip clutch and mechanism

• Toll-free technical assistance
• On-site personalized dealer training school
• Fast turnaround on orders (1-2 business days)
• The most extensive range of professional
marketing materials
• Custom marketing and sales support

Exclusive Features:
BigRed® Motor
QuadCore™ Fabric
CorrResist™ Technology
Ultimate™ Product Line
Stainless Steel Cables
Zodiac® Pool Systems Partnership

Accessories
Cover-Pools offers a variety of accessories to optimize
the aesthetics and operation of the pool cover system.
Additions such as our ladder hinges, CoverBlast® nozzle,
easy roller, and leaf guards help facilitate your pool
cover operation.

Cover-Pools Exceeds Expectations
Extensive year-round dealer and tech support is
available through Cover-Pools. When you call us, a
member of our team will be ready to assist you and
answer any questions. With our Zodiac partnership,
you can save money when you bundle your pool
product purchases. Most orders are shipped same
or next day and arrive within a week. Cover-Pools
strives to make the entire process easy and
convenient for you!

AquaLink®
For more details, request a brochure
or visit us online at www.coverpools.com.
1-800-447-2838
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Multiple Benefits,
One Incredible
Cover

Why Cover-Pools?
Including a Cover-Pools® automatic pool cover
on your next project means more enjoyment,
safety, and energy efficiency for your customer.
To ensure our dealers’ success, we provide the
highest level of customer service—supporting
you before, during, and after the sale.

3
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7
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LIFE
TIME

How Cover-Pools
Will Benefit Your
Customers
Our multitasking cover acts as a safety cover,
solar cover, and winter cover, all combined in
one efficient system.

Safety
As a safety device, our pool cover acts as a horizontal
fence, completely sealing off and preventing unintended
access by children, pets, and uninvited visitors. It’s
the ultimate safety barrier that no pool should be
without.
Cost Savings
By saving heat, chemicals, cleaning time and extending
equipment life, a Cover-Pools automatic pool cover
quickly pays for itself. You can save up to 70% on
operating costs—a great return on your investment.
Water Conservation
An uncovered 16’ x 36’ pool can lose as much as
180 gallons of water a week to evaporation, taking
expensive chemicals with it. Our pool covers help
conserve hundreds of millions of gallons of pool
water each year, preserving the planet’s most precious
resource while saving you money.

Any Pool, Any Shape
An automatic pool cover from Cover-Pools can be
made to fit any pool shape, provided there is room
for the tracks to run parallel to one another on a level
surface. Every pool makes its own unique statement,
and our Cover-Pools pool covers are designed to
tastefully complement the style of each pool.

Convenience
When the pool is not in use, the pool can be covered to
keep it safe and clean. The cover keeps dirt and debris
out of the pool, reducing cleaning and maintenance
costs and wear on pool filtration systems.

Options for a
Custom-Fit System
Cover-Pools offers a wealth of options
for customizing your pool environment.

Automation
With our automation system, the pool cover glides
across the pool or spa in under 60 seconds. Water
features, lights, and other accessories can also be
included in our popular automation.
Housing the Mechanism
Our recessed mechanism can be housed in an
enclosure below the deck surface for a seamless look.
We also offer lid options for covering a recessed
mechanism, such as the extended lid option, which
allows the leading edge of the retracted cover to
be hidden.

Mechanism and Motors
BigRed®, our standard electric drive system, is the
toughest waterproof motor on the market. For those
who have limited space, we also offer a powerful
1.5 horsepower hydraulic motor.

Track Systems
Any pool—whether concrete, vinyl or fiberglass,
rectangular or freeform, new or existing—can be
covered. Our Underside™ Track offers a stylish way
to integrate a Cover-Pools pool cover system with
your new pool and deck.

Fabric
Cover-Pools exclusive QuadCore™ fabric provides
maximum durability in the swimming pool environment.
We offer 11 standard fabric colors for your pool cover.
Square Leading Edge
The square shape option makes it easier to hide the
leading edge and creates a better seal at the far end
pool wall. To create a more integrated look, the leading
edge can be wrapped in fabric identical to the cover.

Stainless Steel Cable
We optimized and simplified
our current design with our pool
builders in mind. Using stainless
steel cable means fewer pool
cover adjustments and easier
fabric replacements.

